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Radio on CD in a dramatic inimitable style that brings the problems of failing marriage and its happy

solutions to the fore. 22 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Instructional, EASY LISTENING: Mood Music

Details: Everywhere we turn, there is news about failing Marriages. Cam K and the Fellowship Group are

both asking the question, "Can We Turn It Around?" and offering solutions that say "We Can Turn It

Around!", "Let's Turn It Around!" Beginning with a series of dramatic phone calls that turn the spotlight on

why marriages fail and what can make them work, this cd of 22 tracks in two volumes on the same

subject, looks at a successful marriage, and analyzes what made it work, or what were the results that

were clearly manifest because it worked.. Did these turn the tide, or is there much more to consider? It

then proceeds to look at some truly important and little thought about or known aspects of successful

marriage, and demonstrates in a truly entertaining way highly significant aspects and little understood

facts about the make-up of the human being first and marriage partner second. What is entertaining is

that the program format is that of a radio show that sounds live with all the links and nuances of radio,

except the commercials. The program is described as an off-air radio formatted program on CD, with the

host Cam K who talks us through extremely interesting facts and musically backed commentaries. These

present truly interesting and perhaps little thought of, but extremely important slants on the way people

relate to each other. It is also seasoned with anecdotes about couples divorced but still living together,

and about an experience told through a true story that shows how we load our relationships for the future

either with emotional dynamite or with secure connections of communication that safeguard those

relationships. Another interesting aspect of this host talk-show, musically laced and dramatically

presented program is that Cam K, the host, talks to you directly, recaps the important points, looks at
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angles that you might not have noticed, and presents main points about the program that give you, the

listener, something to work with. There are, indeed, twenty value guidelines given towards the end of the

talk part of the program which if followed closely can possibly transform the worst marriage into a real

success. But this depends entirely, of course, on whether the reasons for getting married are truly valid,

mutual and seeking shared benefit. Finally, the program has another interesting aspect. It intermingles

music and commentary spontaneously, somewhat like a musical, where the singer asks questions in

song to those raised by callers or co-interviewers. The song, Love and Marriage, features; also a new

production entitled, "Who Are You Now?", answering the question that we can be married not knowing

who we really are, and wake up completely befuddled! All of the music in the program and all of its

material and research has come from Cam K and The Fellowship Group, and they have done a splendid

job underlining through music and their research some of the give and take factors behind happy

marriage.
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